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Let (-X)lcR, be a diffusion on BB which starts in x and assume that a stationary initial distribution 
exists with continuous density rr. Then 
1 ET{,-,. x+E) 
X(X) = lim - 
F-nF EZ,., y 
where T(~-~. x+pj denotes the first exit time of {x - P, .Y + F) and Z,,, is the time of first return to 
x after T, ‘i__p. X+F,. 
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To motivate the problem consider an aperiodic positively recurrent Markov chain 
X = (X,,),IFb,, on a countable state space I. For i E I we denote by [E, expectation 
with respect to a start in i. Then the mean of the recurrence time 7;, 
T, :- min{tz E N: X,, = i}, 
and the mass q assigned to i by the stationary distribution of the chain are related 
as follows [2, I.6 and 1.71: 
1 
Ti =Ei7;’ 
If (X,),,.w. is a 
standard transition 
result holds: If T,, 
(1) 
M? Lov chain in continuous time (positively recurrent, with 
probabilities and almost all paths right continuous) an analogous 
- := inf{tE[W+: x(t) f i}, 7, 
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denotes the time of first exit from a stable state i E I and Z,, 
2, := inf{ t E R +: X(t) = i, 3sE (0, t); X(s) # i}, 
denotes the time of the first return to :;, then 
(2) 
whore z, again denotes the probability of i under the stationary distribution [ 1, 
Proposition IS.%]. 
The aim of the present note is to prove a corresponding result for one-dimensional 
diffusion processes. 
Let X=(X,),,.. be a diffusion process on the real line IR! with characteristic 
operator U. 
UfIx-)=~(o)f’(X)+~~~~(S)f”(X), 
tvhcrc ~1 and ~~~ are continuous functions on R! and 2(-i) > 0 for all x E 08 (we more 
or less follow Breiman [I]). We assume that a stationary distribution exists. Under 
the above assumptions this distribution has a unique continuous density 7r with 
rc\pect to Lebesgue measure [ 1, p. 3851. A formula for n(x) analogous to (2) will 
inv6rlvc some limiting procedure as is also clear from 
inf{ftR,: .Y(t)=.u.3s~(O.t): X(S)#X}=() 
:;I ,-almost surely. where P, 2 :notes that probability measure under which X starts 
in 1. I_ct T,, ,. , , , ,. 
TI, t. I ‘I , :=inf{fcR+: X(r)&(x--F,I+F)}, 
;trrci %, , . 
Z,., .- inf(r E R., : S(f)=.u,3.sE_(o.f):X(~s)~(.~-F.S+F)}, 
dcnotc the first oxit time from (.r - F. s + F) and the time of the first return to s 
:ftcr lcaving ( .r - F. x -I- F j respectively. 
Heuristicall\:, if we could lump together L.-K ~~i~._~+(i+l)~)f0ra1li~IZt0asinglc 
state without losing the Markov property then 2~n(s) would roughly agree with 
rj and (2 I M’OU~CI thcrcforc give 
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Proof. For any interval I c R, bounded or not, we denote by q the time of first 
exit from I, 
71 := inf{t E 03,: X(f) BII. 
The assumption 02(x) > 0 for all x E [RI yields for bounded I 
Px( q < 00) = 1 for all x E I. 
If we define s:Iw+lR by 
S(x):=exp( -I,*$$dl), 
and if S has derivative s, then for all a,x,b E R with a G x s b, a < b, 
WW$l.b,) = b) = 
S(x)-SW 
S(b)-S(a) 
[ 1, Theorem 16.27 and Proposition 16.291, so we obtain 
Now let 
lim ~x!Wq,-,..~+~~ )=x+~)=limP,(X(7,,_...+.))=x_E)=l. 
F’O F -0 
112, 
m(x) := -,* -exp([,:$$dI), 
u-(x) 
denote a density of the corresponding cpeed measure M of the process. 
Then for every bounded interval I = [a, b] = R we have 
[E&7, = 2 J h!So-S(IVy~)(S(X~y~-S(a))n,(V)d) S(b)-S(u) * I ‘I 
[l, p. 365 and p. 3791. 
We first consider the asymptotic behaviour of Exact__,, ++Fj as F -+ 0. 
The continuity of s and m allows the application of the dominated convergence 
theorem leading to 
f .‘y, 3 J 
’ (S(y)-S(X-F))f?Z(y) dy 
r F 
= !ity, -$ 
J 
r+t 
(S(x+~j-S(~))nl(y)dy~~s(x)m(x) 
.\ 
after an obvious transformation of the range of integration. Using (5) we now obtain 
s(x++s(x) 2 ’ 
= lim 
F -d(X+F)-S(X-E)T J 
(S(y)-S(x-F))m(y)dy 
lmr 
L’t 
+‘lim 
S(x)-S(x-F) 2 -- 
Vl~S(x_+F)--S(X-F) F) J 
(S(x+f)--S()!))m(~)d~ 
t 
= s( x)m( x). 
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Turning to IEZ., we note that the strong Markov property of X entails 
The above computations imply 
We assumed the existence of a stationary distribution for the process. This firstly 
implies that M is finite, since the stationary distribution is a constant multiple of 
the speed measure ([ 11, p. 385) and secondly, under a r-mixture of P,, x E R, the 
distribution of X(t) does not depend on t. We must therefore have S(x) + *a~ as 
x --* F ‘~1, since otherwise X will leave IR in a finrte time with probability 1 because 
of (5). These arguments how that we may use dominated convergence to obtain 
= lim 2 S(b)-S(x+E) 5 k+F h-r weS(a) x G(Y) --S(X))~(Y) dy 
+ hm 2(S(x + ~j - S(x)) 
“b S(b)-S(y) 
h ~+ x J ++~ S(h) _ s(x) fit(~) dy 
I 
* tt = 2 (S(Y)-S(x))m(y) dy 
x 
+~(s(x+~)-~(x))M((x+F,~~~. 
This gives 
and simi!arly 
so we obtain 
!im A if, Z,., = s( s)M(R). (6) 
, -,I 1.’ 
On using agGn the fact that m is a multiple of r the assertion of the theorem 
foilows. [I? 
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The functions s and m in the above proof may be replaced by any solution s,m of 
Uf Ix) =-I (lf+, : m(x) s(x) 
so in general s and m are only unique up to a constant factor. In the case of processes 
in natural scale, i.e. if r_~ =0, s = 1 is a canonical choice for S, let A4 denote the 
corresponding (unique) speed measure. In this situation equation (6) of the above 
proof gives a simple probabilistic interpretation of the total mass of M. 
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